We propose region-and action-aware virtual world clients. To develop such clients, we present a parameterized network traffic model, based on a large collection of Second Life traces gathered by us. Our methodology is also applicable to virtual worlds other than Second Life. With the traffic model, various optimization criteria can be adopted, including visual quality, response time, and energy consumption. We use energy consumption as the show case, and demonstrate via trace-driven simulations that, compared to two existing schemes, a mobile client can save up to 36% and 41% communication energy by selectively turning on its WiFi network interface.
INTRODUCTION
Virtual worlds are computer-simulated environments that allow users to interact with each other via graphical avatars. Various virtual worlds, such as Second Life [2010] , Habbo Hotel [2010] , and Playstation Home [2010] , enable many potential applications in entertainments, distance learning, virtual work space, virtual shopping malls, and online art galleries, and thus are becoming increasingly popular. Second Life, as one of the most well-known virtual worlds, was fairly popular since late 2000's. For example, Second Life had almost one million users in August 2010 [Second Life Statistics 2010] , and major companies and organizations like IBM, US Army, Time Warner, and Walt Disney are adopting Second Life for training, teleconference, and marketing [Second Life Studies 2010] . We consider Second Life as an example of virtual worlds throughout this article. However, we acknowledge that the population (number of users) of Second Life seems to be saturated at the time of writing. This is not a serious concern, as the proposed methodology and some of the insights derived from our experiments are also applicable to other 3D virtual worlds, including those that may be developed in the future.
A virtual world is a space consisting of multiple regions. The users interact with the virtual world via various actions, such as walk and fly. Different from online games that distribute static game data to users using physical media such as DVDs, virtual worlds consist of user-generated and dynamic inworld objects that can only be downloaded on demand. The bandwidth requirements of virtual worlds therefore are much higher than online games [Kumar et al. 2008] . More importantly, our analysis, presented in Section 4, reveals that the bandwidth requirement of a virtual world client highly depends on the avatar's current action and region. For example, within the same area of a region, a standing avatar incurs less traffic than a flying avatar; moreover, for the same action, an avatar in a downtown area imposes more traffic than another avatar in a rural area. Therefore, we propose novel virtual world clients, which infer traffic statistics from current region and action, and leverage the statistics for various optimization criteria, such as visual quality, energy consumption, and response time. We refer to such clients as region-and action-aware virtual world clients. We present a case study in Section 7, in which we consider a mobile device that opportunistically connects to two heterogeneous access networks. A region-and action-aware Second Life mobile client can dynamically distribute network traffic between the two access networks and/or turn off one of them when traffic demand is low, so as to minimize the energy consumption.
To implement region-and action-aware virtual world clients, it requires a traffic model that accurately predicts the traffic statistics in different regions and with various actions. However, the existing virtual world traffic models [Antonello et al. 2009; Ferreira and Morla 2010] are trace-specific, which means model parameters are estimated for an already-captured network trace, and thus cannot be used to predict future network traffic. To address this limitation, we develop a general, parameterized traffic model for Second Life to predict the two important traffic characteristics: packet size and packet inter-arrival time 1 . We systematically derive the model parameters, and validate the model accuracy using real traffic traces collected from Second Life. We also demonstrate in Section 7 how to use these two basic models to predict client bandwidth usage so as to guide the Second Life client to adopt to diverse and dynamic network resource demands. Our simulation results indicate that, compared to two current schemes, the proposed region-and action-aware client saves up to 36% and 41% of communication energy consumption, respectively, which are nontrivial to battery-powered mobile devices, such as smartphones.
This article makes the following contributions.
-We develop a fully automated testbed for efficient and large-scale virtual world traffic analysis, and we collect Second Life traces from 100 diversified regions. The total length of our traces is over 60 hours, and the resulting trace files are over 3GB in size.
-We propose region-and action-aware virtual life clients that leverage parameterized traffic models to optimize the client performance based on various criteria such as visual quality, energy consumption, and response time. As a case study, we demonstrate how to conserve energy by dynamically distributing traffic between two access networks on mobile devices. Region-and action-aware virtual world clients have not been considered in the literature.
-We develop the first parameterized traffic model for virtual worlds, which is of interest in its own right, because: (i) software developers may use it to optimize virtual worlds, (ii) researchers may use it to conduct realistic simulations, and (iii) Internet Service Providers (ISPs) may use it to better engineer their networks.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an overview on Second Life, a popular virtual world. We describe our network traffic collection methodology in Section 3. This is followed by traffic analysis in Section 4. In Section 5 we develop the virtual world traffic model, and we evaluate its accuracy in Section 6. Section 7 presents a case study of energy-efficient mobile Second Life client. We survey other virtual world traffic models in Section 8, and conclude the work in Section 9.
SECOND LIFE: A POPULAR VIRTUAL WORLD
In this section, we give a high-level overview on Second Life, which is one of the most popular virtual worlds. In the rest of this article, we interchangeably use virtual world and Second Life. We emphasize that while we study network traffic incurred by Second Life, our methodology is applicable to other virtual worlds, including those that may be implemented in the future.
Second Life follows the client-server network model. Companies such as Linden Research [Second Life 2010] , and nonprofit organizations such as OSgrid [2010] host Second Life servers, and users (or residents) use Second Life clients (called viewers) to connect to these servers. The viewers support various in-world actions, including stand, walk, run, fly, and teleport. Teleport refers to an instant change of an avatar's location. In general, user commands are sent from viewers to servers for processing and the results are transmitted back to viewers for rendering and displaying. Second Life is built and customized by users, and users create new 3D structures using primitives (or prims, which are basic 3D objects) as building blocks, and upload image files as textures for these 3D structures. These 3D objects are distributed to viewers on-demand, that is, the servers transmit a 3D object to a viewer once the object is visible to that viewer. Viewers usually cache recently downloaded 3D objects. Figure 1 illustrates the Second Life network architecture. Multiple servers are used in Second Life, and they can be classified into two groups: simulation and administration servers. Simulation servers run the logics to simulate physics in the virtual world, and execute user scripts written in Linden Script Language (LSL). LSL allows users to programmatically control objects' behavior. As simulating physics is computationally intensive, the virtual world is divided into more than 30,000 regions, where a typical region has a size of 256x256 m 2 and is managed by a simulation server. Each viewer is connected to one or more simulation servers, and is handed over to other simulation servers once the avatar moves into different regions.
Administration servers include login, user, space, data, and utility servers. Before participating in the virtual world, a viewer sends the avatar's username and password to the login server. Upon authentication, the login server determines the start location of the avatar and directs the viewer toward the simulation server managing that location. During simulation, the user server routes instant messages, and the space server coordinates all the simulation servers for a seamless, unified virtual world.
The data server is essentially a central database used by other servers, and the utility servers are responsible for miscellaneous tasks.
NETWORK TRACES OF VIRTUAL WORLDS

Region Classes
Earlier works on network traces of Second Life consider very few regions. For example, Kinicki and Claypool [2008] and Liang et al. [2008] consider three regions. While these studies reveal the implications of number of avatars and number of objects on network traffic, the number of regions is too small to predict (e.g., interpolate) the traffic patterns in regions other than those chosen ones. To address this limitation, we choose a large number of regions with diverse avatar and object counts as follows. We obtained the complete region list from an online database 2 on Aug 20, 2010, which contains 31,543 regions. We then implement a region crawler, which iteratively teleports an avatar to each region and gathers the number of avatars and the number of objects in it. Second Life implements a region maturity rating with general, moderate, and adult regions. We configured our crawler to only login to general regions as other regions require some forms of membership with subscription fees.
We successfully collected avatar and object counts from 22,717 regions. Most missed regions are either private or with adult contents, and very few missed regions can be attributed to network problems and busy servers. The maximum number of avatars is 93, but most regions have very few avatars, for example, 57% of regions have only one avatar, which is our bot avatar. The maximum number of objects is 15,000, and the distribution is more uniform compared to that of avatars. We divide the regions into 25 classes. We let X = {1, 2, 4, 8, 16, ∞} and Y = {0, 3000, 6000, 9000, 12000, ∞}, and define class C i, j (1 ≤ i, j ≤ 5) be all regions with number of avatars x ∈ [X i , X i+1 ) and number of objects y ∈ [Y i , Y i+1 ). In our experiments, we collect network traces from four random regions in each class. This is to prevent the resulting model from being biased toward any region class.
Actions and Scripts
Users interact with the virtual world through various actions, such as stand, rotation (yaw, pitch, roll), walk, run, jump, fly, teleport, and grab. We consider the following actions in our experiments.
(1) Stand. Stay in the current location. This can happen, for example, when users chat with each other by typing or speaking. (2) Walk. Walk straight, which can be due to keyboard inputs or LSL scripts. The default walking speed is around 2 m/sec, which may be changed through LSL scripts or affected by other factors such as terrains. With these actions, we define several scripts. Each script starts at a random location and runs for one minute. We collect 60-sec traces because we found that it takes a standing avatar about 50 secs to download surrounding objects. We will present a sample result to illustrate this in Section 4.2. Therefore collecting longer traces may not reveal more insights while incurring much higher overhead.
We program the viewer to deliberately prevent avatars from crossing region boundaries. We consider the following scripts.
(1) Stand. Stand for one minute. For scripts other than Yaw, we turn an avatar's direction by directly setting its orientation, which takes virtually no time to complete.
Testbed Implementation
We design and build a testbed to collect Second Life network traces. We make the following decisions.
(1) Modifying a GUI viewer. Viewers can be categorized into two classes: GUI viewers and text-based chat clients. We have augmented both a GUI viewer (Snowglobe [2010] ) and a chat client (TestClient of LibOpenMetaverse [2010] ), and used them to collect network traces. Our experimental results indicate that chat clients ignore several multimedia packet types, and may lead to unrepresentative traffic patterns. (2) Logging packets at the viewer. Packets can be logged: (i) at a viewer, (ii) at a proxy, and (iii) with a packet sniffer, such as Wireshark [2010] . While using a proxy or a packet sniffer is easier than modifying a viewer to log network traces, additional networking and processing latency may result in deviated packet timestamps. Following these design decisions, we implement our testbed as illustrated in Figure 2 . Our testbed contains two parts: Server on the left, and the measurement tools, including Crawler, Dispatcher, and Bot Viewer, on the right. We run the tools on a PC with a 2.4 GHz Intel processor, which is connected to the Internet via a dedicated link with 10Mbps bandwidth in both directions. The same link is shared with common office applications such as emails and Web browsing. Next, we present our measurement tools in details.
Crawler. We implement Crawler based on TestClient of LibOpenMetaverse [2010] . Crawler first logins to the virtual world with a starting region. It then checks its current location and aborts if it's not in the specified starting region. Crawler sends a query packet to Server for the number of avatars and the number of objects in that region. The regions are then classified into 25 classes (see Section 3.1 for details).
Dispatcher. Dispatcher is implemented in Python and Bourne shell. Dispatcher first generates the eight scripts mentioned earlier for each considered region. The avatar starts at a random location in each script. All the scripts are saved for future reference. Dispatcher then calls Bot Viewer to follow each script and collect network traces.
Bot Viewer. We implement the Bot Viewer by adding two new components: Action Injector and Message Logger, to Snowglobe [2010] . After logging in a region, Action Injector reads the script created by Dispatcher, and injects actions into Bot Viewer. Since we are doing this in the core engine of Bot Viewer, we can accurately control the action time and collect exact location information among other useful statistics. Bot Viewer exits after each script is finished. We perform several sanity checks in Bot Viewer, for example, we rerun a script if a teleport gets rejected or a login authentication fails. Message Logger logs all network packets, including the timestamp, size, type, and remote address. It also logs the avatar's location, avatar count, and object count.
Trace Collection
We systematically collect network traces of eight scripts from 100 regions with diverse characteristics. Figure 3 shows the high-level steps used in trace collection. The for-loop starting from lines 2, 4, and 6 iterates through the considered region classes, random regions, and action scripts, respectively.
We collect network traces in two setups: uncached and cached. We consider both cases because viewer cache can significantly reduce network traffic amount [Kumar et al. 2008 ]. We will see, in Section 5, that uncached and cached traces lead to diverse traffic models. For uncached experiments, we instruct the viewer to clean its cache before running each script. For cached experiments, we only clean the cache before running the first script in a region, and for each region, we repeat the eight scripts twice without cleaning the cache. The first run of the eight scripts warms up the cache, and we collect network traces during the second run. We started the trace collection on Aug 25, 2010.
Region-and Action-Aware Virtual World Clients Second Life regions have quite diverse number of avatars and number of objects. Number of avatars and number of objects can be defined in two ways: global and local. Global count refers to number of avatars and number of objects in each region, which is sent from servers to each client in SimStats packets. Local count only accounts for nearby and visible number of avatars and visible number of objects, and is derived from ObjectUpdate packets sent by the servers.
Trace Format
To assist readers better utilizing the traces, we processed the raw trace files into a well-structured and concise format, and we made them public [Wang et al. 2011a] . The trace files contain lines of fields separated by a pipe character (|). We define the fields in the following.
Packet trace. Packet trace files log the traffic to and from the Bot Viewer during each script execution. Each line represents a Second Life packet, and lines are sorted based on timestamp. Table I lists the fields of packet traces.
Location trace. Location trace file contains three types of records: script, position, and action. Each record is saved in a line. Script record appears at the beginning of each location trace file, and indicates the planned actions of every script. Table II shows its format. Location records are periodically saved with 1-sec interval. As presented in Table III , a location record indicates region name, global and local positions of our bot avatar, global avatar, and object counts in the region, and local avatar and object counts at the current location. Action records are saved whenever the bot avatar performs a new action. The timestamps, actions, and action parameters are saved in action records, as illustrated in Table IV . Statistics trace. Statistics trace reports avatar and object counts of each region. The numbers are computed across all experiments, which provide readers the ground truth of the region characteristics. Table V lists its fields.
DIVERSITY OF SECOND LIFE TRAFFIC CHARACTERISTICS
In this section, we use the uncached network traces collected in Section 3 as samples. Similar conclusions can be drawn from cached network traces.
Implication of Regions
We compute the mean downlink throughput of 100 walk experiments within different regions. We plot the local object count versus mean downlink throughput in Figure 4 , which shows that the throughput increases with the local object count. This figure shows that the network throughput varies in different regions, and the local object count has a clear correlation with traffic patterns. In our analysis, we found that global object count imposes less significant impact on network throughput. This is probably due to Region-and Action-Aware Virtual World Clients We found that the number of avatars is usually very low and does not directly affect Second Life network traces. For example, our analysis indicates that the average local avatar count is 1.59 across all 100 regions. This is inline with previous work, for example, Varvello et al. [2008] report that 45% of regions are empty, while only 2% of them have global avatar counts higher than 20. Hence, we do not consider avatar counts in the rest of this work.
Implication of Actions
We collect network traces in Tokugawa for six times. Each time, the avatar idles for 120 secs before performing one of the six actions for 60 secs: stand, yaw, walk, run, fly, and teleport. Figure 5 illustrates the downlink throughput of the experiments. In all experiments, the throughput converges to below 100kbps after about 50 secs. This indicates that objects surrounding the entry point of Tokugawa can be downloaded in 50 secs, and the network traffic between 50 and 120 secs are mostly game-state updates. This figure also shows that different actions result in different traffic patterns, for example, run ( Figure 5(b) ) leads to more traffic than stand (Figure 5(a) ).
Although at a first glance, we may want to split the traffic traces into two parts: object downloads and state updates, and then using the surrounding object IDs (at the server) and the cached object IDs (at the client) for a detailed traffic model, after looking into this option, we found that the inherit overhead, both in communications and computations, is high and may be an overkill for the coarse-grained requirements of some applications. Therefore, we decided to derive a single, simple traffic model without explicitly differentiating object downloads and state updates. Rather, we roughly classify the client states to be either in a cached or uncached region: only when a client moves to an uncached region, it will use the uncached model parameters until all the surrounding objects are downloaded. The cached model is then used. In summary, we derive a single traffic model to capture both object downloads and state updates, where object downloads include 3D object structures and textures. We do not consider audio streams, which were considered in other work [Fernandes et al. 2007] ; interested readers are referred to their paper.
A PARAMETERIZED TRAFFIC MODEL FOR SECOND LIFE
Modeling traffic of networked games has been considered in the literature. For example, Borella [2000] shows that the Lambda-squared test (λ 2 ) [Pederson and Johnson 1990 ] is more suitable to evaluate traffic models for networked games. This is because, compared to other tests such as Chi-squared (χ 2 ) or Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S), λ 2 test is less biased against large datasets. We therefore adopt λ 2 test in this work. We concentrate on the downstream traffic in this section since it accounts for 92.92% of total throughput across all the traffic traces.
• Y. Wang et al. Fig. 6 . Pseudocode to select probability distributions and derive model parameters.
Inter-arrival Time
Selection of probability distribution. In our experiments, we find that the inter-arrival time can be well-modeled by a mixture distributi on
where 0 ≤ φ ≤ 1 is the weight, and f L (·) and f U (·) are lower and upper distributions, respectively. We believe mixture distributions work well for inter-arrival time because the network traffic consists of both highly periodic game-state updates and bursty multimedia downloads. We consider six representative lower/upper distributions: Lognormal, Beta, Gamma, Extreme, Weibull, and Gaussian. Let D denote the set of samples. We systematically compute the optimal distribution as illustrated in Figure 6 . We try various weight φ values at a step of 0.1%. For each φ, we split the data samples D into two groups: (i) lower group L consisting of samples below G −1 (φ) 3 , and (ii) upper group U containing other samples. We then try all 36 permutations of upper/lower distributions, and use Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) to estimate parameters for f L (·) and f U (·). The λ 2 value is computed for the resulting mixture distribution g(φ, f L (·), f U (·)) to quantify the discrepancy between the model and the input network trace. Finally, we return the distributions and parameters that lead to the smallest λ 2 value.
We compute the optimal distributions for traces from 100 regions and 6 actions. We observe no clear correlation between the optimal distributions and actions. Hence, we compute the average λ 2 across all experiments, and pick the distribution with the smallest mean λ 2 value. For uncached traces, we found that the best distribution is the combination of Gamma and Lognormal, which results in a λ 2 value of 0.16; the worst distribution is the combination of Lognormal and Extreme, which leads to a λ 2 value of 3.24. Therefore, we write the lower distribution as where (α) is the gamma function, α L and β L are the shape and scale parameters, respectively. We write the upper distribution as
where μ U and σ U are the mean and standard deviation of the variable's natural logarithm. For cached traces, we found that the best distribution is the combination of Weibull and Lognormal, which results in a λ 2 value of 0.11; the worst distribution is the combination of Extreme and Lognormal, which leads to a λ 2 value of 2.91. Therefore, we write the lower distribution as
where k L and λ L are the shape and scale parameters, respectively. The upper distribution is the same with the uncached case mentioned before. Derivation of model parameters. Table VI shows the mean value and 95% Confidence Interval (CI) of each distribution parameter (except weight φ) for the uncached and cached traces, respectively. This table shows that the ranges of most parameters are fairly small. Therefore, we propose to simplify the traffic model by approximating model parameters with their mean values.
We found that the range of φ is larger than other model parameters. Hence, we develop a parameterized model φ in the following, which can absorb part of approximation errors due to the aforementioned simplification.
Parametrized model for weight φ. With the distributions in Eqs. (2), (3), and (4), and mean parameters, we compute the optimal φ values for individual experiments. We found that cubic functions model φ values very well, for example, a Root Mean Square Deviation (RMSE) of 0.03 is achieved for uncached run experiments.
Therefore, we propose to model the weight as
where d is the local object count. We give the γ values in Table VII . We also plot the cubic functions of different actions in Figure 7 , which reveals that different actions lead to different weight models. 
Packet Size
We compute the frequencies of individual packet sizes in the network traces. For each action, we identify dominating packet sizes with frequencies higher than 5%, and we call other packet sizes residue packet sizes. We observe that packets with the same dominating packet size have the same Second Life packet type. More specifically, across all actions, ImagePacket (1027 bytes), AttachedSound (61 bytes), PacketAck (15 bytes), and LayerData (81 bytes) are the dominating packet sizes 4 . Furthermore, there are more than a thousand residue types in the network traces, while each type represents an insignificant portion of traffic.
We propose to model the packet size by separately modeling dominating and residue packet types. For each dominating type, we model its frequency as
where d is the local object count, t is a dominating packet type, and δ's are quadratic parameters. Table VIII gives the parameters derived from the network traces. We plot the quadratic functions of
Region-and Action-Aware Virtual World Clients <180, 6.5, 0.51, 0.27> Yaw <100, 4.1, 6.53> <130, 16.67> Walk <100, 1.8, 2.58> <2.34, 7.10> <25.0, 7.95> Run <150, 2.7, 1.80> <7.15, 7.00> <31.7, 9.56> Fly <230, 5.8, 0.066> <10.9, 7.00> <34.2, 7.28> Teleport <230, 7.7, 7.67> <3.90, 1 .58> 4.55, 4.07, 0.19, 3.36> <22.08, 6.75, 6.84, 0.16, 2.00> <95.87, 3.17, 3.69, 0.16, 3.89> <38.17, 2.23, 3.80, 0.06, 3.60> <44.92, 18.16> Fly <3.54, 3.44, 3.30> <37.44, 2.18, 4.72, 3.47> <4.85, 4.48> <15.51, 4.63> ImagePacket in Figure 9 , which shows that different actions result in different frequency models. For residue type, we calculate the total residue frequency using Eq. (6) and Table VIII , and equally divide it among all residue types. We compute the λ 2 values of the proposed model, and plot the CDF curve in Figure 10 . This figure shows that our model follows the actual network traces well: for uncached model, more than 98.5% of experiments have λ 2 values below 1.2; for cached model, all experiments have λ 2 values below 1.2.
NETWORK TRAFFIC MODEL VALIDATION
We have implemented a synthetic traffic generator based on the proposed traffic model in Matlab. The traffic generator is efficient and can generate 1-hour of synthetic traffic in less than 1 sec. For comparison we have also implemented an existing traffic model [Antonello et al. 2009 ], which is denoted as Current in figures. For fair comparison, we employ the model parameters given in Antonello et al. [2009] . We cannot compare our model against another traffic model [Ferreira and Morla 2010] , because it consists of several manually chosen parameters, and their values were not reported. We collect network traces from random regions chosen from an online database 5 and with random avatar actions. We consider the 372 network traces gathered on Oct 12, 2010, where each trace lasts for one minute. We compute the local object count of each network trace. We then generate two synthetic traces using the two traffic models, respectively. We use the uncached model parameters since the traffic traces are short, only 1-min long. Last, we compare each synthetic trace against the real network trace, and compute its λ 2 values for inter-arrival time and packet size. We plot sample λ 2 values as CDF curves in Figure 11 . This figure reveals that the proposed model outperforms the current one, for example, Figure 11 (b) shows that the current model always leads to λ 2 values larger than 0.2, while the proposed model results in λ 2 values smaller than 0.2 for more than 95% of the network traces. Next, we compare the overall λ 2 values of the proposed model and the current one in Figure 12 . This figure shows that the proposed model outperforms the current one for all actions. On average, the current model has a λ 2 value of 0.37, while the proposed model achieves a λ 2 value of 0.19.
ENERGY-EFFICIENT MOBILE SECOND LIFE CLIENT: A CASE STUDY
In this section, we demonstrate a potential usage of the derived traffic model in a real application. We acknowledge that there are other approaches to address the energy consumption problem on mobile devices. The application mentioned here is merely a sample application, while the traffic model may be used in many other applications as we point out in Section 1.
Region-and Action-Aware Virtual World Clients 
System Architecture
Smartphones are getting increasingly powerful and will soon be able to render virtual world scenes. In particular, Kumar et al. [2008] measured the Second Life rendering complexity on a high-end workstation to be 220 millions of triangles per second. Merely two years later, in 2010, newly released smartphones were equipped with GPU supporting almost 100 millions of triangles per second [Galaxy S News 2010] . Hence, we consider a Second Life mobile client in this section. This mobile client is connected to the servers with both cellular (3G) and WiFi networks as illustrated in Figure 13 . Mobile devices are battery-powered and have stringent energy constraints. Therefore, carefully distributing traffic between 3G and WiFi networks is critical as these two access networks have different energy consumption characteristics. Specifically, WiFi has a higher bandwidth, but also results in higher scanning, connecting, and maintaining energy costs than 3G. Therefore, WiFi is inefficient in transmitting low bit rate data. Moreover, WiFi is not always available due to its limited range. Hence, we propose to always turn on 3G interface and dynamically turn on/off WiFi interface based on traffic demand and WiFi availability. We also need to distribute the network traffic between these two networks, in order to minimize the communication energy consumption. Such a decision can be server-or client-driven. Since servers have complete information on the 3D scene, server-driven solutions may achieve better estimation on the traffic demand. On the other hand, clients have more information on the conditions of WiFi networks (both connected and to-be-connected networks), and thus client-driven solutions can result in better estimation on the available bandwidth. In this section, we consider a client-driven solution for scalability concern: the Second Life simulation servers are often busy, and may not have enough resources to help clients making these decisions. In fact, Linden Lab recommends to set the maximal number of avatars per region to be 50, and the traffic shaping task is done at Second Life clients; both due to the performance concern. Another benefit of a client-driven solution is the lower traffic overhead: the server only needs to periodically send the number of avatars and the number of objects to each client, which are only a few bytes and negligible compared to the 3D structures and textures, which are in the order of kilo-bytes if not mega-bytes. We design a client-driven algorithm in the rest of this section.
Bandwidth Usage Prediction
We use the traffic model of packet size and inter-arrival time in Section 5 to predict mobile client bandwidth usage. We compute the bandwidth usage as follows. We start from timestamp 0. First, we generate a random inter-arrival time following the inter-arrival model. Second, we generate a random packet size following the packet size model. Third, we advance the timestamp based on the chosen inter-arrival time. We also calculate the accumulated packet size. Once the timestamp goes across an integer timestamp (in secs), we take the accumulated packet size and compute the bandwidth usage per second.
We calculate the λ 2 values to compare the bandwidth usage prediction and the actual bandwidth usage in all the network traces collected in Section 3. Figure 14 reports the λ 2 values of a sample action: teleport across 100 uncached and cached traces, which shows that more than 80% of our predictions are below the threshold of 1.2. Figure 15 
Energy Models of Heterogeneous Access Networks
We leverage an empirical energy consumption model [Balasubramanian et al. 2009 ], which divides the energy consumption into three components: (i) transfer energy C(x), where x is the amount of data transfer, (ii) tail energy E t (E ), which is the energy consumed by turning on a network interface, and (ii) per-KB energy consumption
) that is the energy consumption proportional to data size. Last, each network interface has different tail time T (T 3G , T WiFi ), which is time it will stay at high-power state when idling. Given the preceding notations, we write the transfer energy as . Hence, WiFi interface is less efficient when data size is small. In other words, we should not turn on WiFi interface unless the data we plan to send over it exceeds a threshold, say B T , which we will derive in the next section. , (iii) WiFi availability W a ∈ {true, f lase}, and (iv) WiFi current state S w ∈ {on, of f }. The output of the algorithm is the new WiFi state S w ∈ {on, of f }. The algorithm runs once every τ secs, where τ is a system parameter.
The algorithm first computes the B e and B 3G , and then calculates the overflow bandwidth: B = B e − B 3G and determines S W based on B . In particular, the AAA algorithm sets S W = on if B > B T and S W = of f otherwise, where B T is the threshold to turn on WiFi interface. The rational is, unless we have more than B T to transmit over WiFi, it's not worth to pay for its ramp and maintenance energy. Mathematically, we write
We use Table IX and Eq. (8) in our simulations. Once W S is determined, the mobile Second Life client instructs the Operating System to turn on/off the WiFi interface accordingly. It then transmits as much data as possible over WiFi, since WiFi has a lower per-KB energy consumption. The remaining data is sent over 3G.
Trace-Driven Simulations
To evaluate the proposed AAA algorithm, we design the following experiments. We first walk around our university campus for 10 minutes, carrying a smartphone. We developed an Android application to scan the campus WiFi access points every 10 secs, and save the WiFi availability into a trace file, along with the location and time of each scan. This in turn gives us a trajectory with WiFi availability information. In terms of 3G bandwidth, we run iperf 6 when collecting the WiFi access point information, and we also save the 3G available bandwidth into another trace file.
We repeat the trace collection procedure for two trajectories: (i) the sparse trajectory, in which fewer campus WiFi access points are available: only 36.6% of the time, and (ii) the dense trajectory, in which we walk around a single building for better WiFi availability: 80.0% of the time. Figure 16 shows the WiFi availability in the sparse and dense trajectories. Next, we generate Second Life network traces by instructing our testbed to randomly teleport into 10 random regions. In each region, the avatar Region-and Action-Aware Virtual World Clients sequentially performs all possible actions for 1 min. The testbed gathers a 10-min network trace, which is then used in our trace-driven simulations. To make statistical meaningful observations, we repeat the simulations with 500 different, random traces. The CDF of local object numbers across all traces is given in Figure 17 .
We implement a simulator that takes the traces as inputs and computes energy consumption using the energy model presented in Section 7.3. We implement three WiFi adaptation schemes: (i) AAA algorithm, (ii) 3G-only, and (iii) WiFi-scan. In 3G-only, we turn off the WiFi interface throughout the entire simulations. In WiFi-scan, the smartphone aggressively scans WiFi access points every τ secs without considering the bandwidth demand. It turns on WiFi interface if an access point is available.
We compare the energy consumption of the proposed AAA algorithm against the other two schemes. We plot the sample results of uncached traces in Figure 18 . Figure 18(a) shows the results from the spare trajectory, which reveals that energy consumption of WiFi-scan is the highest. This is because WiFi-scan scheme triggers WiFi scanning too often, while there are not that many WiFi access points along the spare trajectory. In contrast, AAA only triggers a WiFi scan when the estimate bandwidth is high; so it doesn't waste too much energy on scanning, and save 36% energy compared to WiFiscan. Figure 18(b) illustrates the results from the dense trajectory. This figure reveals that WiFi-scan is closer to AAA. This is because there are more WiFi access points along the dense trajectory, and thus the triggered WiFi scans have higher successful ratio. Nevertheless, AAA still save 9% energy over WiFi-scan. We draw a main conclusion on Figure 18 : depending on the trajectories a user takes, the energy consumption performance of 3G-only and WiFi-scan dramatically changes. In contrast, the proposed AAA algorithm outperforms other schemes in diverse trajectories.
RELATED WORK
To the best of our knowledge, region-and action-aware clients have not been studied before. In this section, we survey the network traffic and avatar mobility models proposed for virtual worlds in the literature.
Network Traffic Model
Two studies [Antonello et al. 2009; Ferreira and Morla 2010] have been conducted in the effort to model the network traffic of Second Life. These two models are trace-specific, as the model parameters are derived in trace-by-trace basis. In contrast, our traffic model is parameterized and is applicable in different regions and with different actions. Antonello et al. [2009] collect network traces from two regions. Following the traffic analysis method proposed in Pederson and Johnson [1990] and Borella [2000] , they model each traffic trace in three steps. First, they plot inter-arrival time and packet size and manually choose a distribution or a mixture of up to four distributions. Second, they estimate model parameters using MLE. Third, they examine the goodness-of-fit using λ 2 tests [Pederson and Johnson 1990] and visual inspections. Their λ 2 test results indicate that a given model fits a specific input trace well, and different traces tend to be modeled by different distributions. Ferreira and Morla [2010] integrate inter-arrival time and packet size into a single model. They first separate the network trace into multiple subsets, where packets in each subset have the same size. They then model the inter-arrival time of each subset using a Gaussian distribution. If more than 30% of packets have inter-arrival time 30% larger than the mean value, a bivariate Gaussian mixture is used instead. Furthermore, to model packets with inter-arrival time smaller than 6 ms, the model is heuristically adjusted based on some visual inspections. They apply this model on 500 packets from a single network trace, and find that the resulting model follows the input trace.
Last, we present our preliminary results of a parameterized traffic model in Wang et al. [2011b] . The current article contains more details on the model derivations and applications.
Avatar Mobility Model
La and Michiardi [2008] and Liang et al. [2009] build crawlers that traverse through many regions of a virtual world and collect information about avatars. They use the collected traces to derive mobility models of avatars, which are complementary to the parameterized traffic model proposed by us.
CONCLUSION
We proposed region-and action-aware virtual world clients that work with different optimization criteria, including high visual quality, low energy consumption, and short response time. We instantiated a region-and action-aware Second Life client that minimizes the communication energy consumption of a mobile device. The trace-driven simulation results indicate that our mobile client can save up to 36% and 41% communication energy, compared to the other two current schemes. To realize region-and action-aware Second Life clients, we developed a testbed to collect a large number of network traces from the live Second Life network. We then constructed a parameterized Second Life network traffic model. In contrast to existing trace-specific models [Antonello et al. 2009; Ferreira and Morla 2010] , our model is general in the sense that it works for various regions and different actions. We showed that our model generates realistic network traces: it achieves a small average λ 2 value of 0.19, which is 50% smaller than that of a state-of-the-art model [Antonello et al. 2009 ]. Last, despite that our work was based on Second Life, the proposed methodology is also applicable to other virtual worlds.
